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Slave Sis has been staying for about ten days now. All of the major work has been completed – it’s just the tweakings. However these have thrown up problems here and there.



The main one being that we just don’t have the physical energy that we had ten years ago, when we tackled similar edifaces with verve and aplomb.



We have Pal Builder on hand, who can swish in and solve everything. But I still like to tackle things myself even though every now and then I have a crisis of confidence and have to ask about a job that...
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Toffee and Roo



After her sister Fanny died, back in November 2022, Roo was bereft. 



Fan had barked for her, led her and chatised her when she didn’t fall into line. With Fan at the helm, Roo was always protected. Fan was particular in her likes and dislikes.



My sister’s pugs, along with Grump Pot Puskin, were high up on the list of persona non grata. Fan gave them all hell.



In fact when I buried Fan. Pushkin attended the funeral. Purring loudly as each spade full of earth covered her up.



Roo mourned for weeks. She...
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Slave Sis surprised me this morning,“It’s half term so I thought I’d come up for a week to tackle the garden.”“Great! When are you coming?”“Tomorrow. Is that OK?”Long pause…..“Yes. Of course.It would be great to see you and the pugs.”“I can come at the weekend.”“No tomorrow is fine!”And I was being honest. I’ve missed her.



What Slave Sis never sees is the hysterical house cleaning and sorting that happens before her visits! Never mind. I had taken...
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Have you heard of this mobile app? The ToGoodToGo app is designed to link restaurants/cafes/food outlets with people who are happy to eat food that is on the sell by date. Left over food – that would normally be thrown away – can be ordered and collected in a mystery magic bag .  You cannot chose the contents.



The price is at most a third of the original cost of the food that is presented. This is not a new app, it has been going for several years. 



I heard about it last week and decided to test it out.



I’m on a...
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One of the really great things that my mum shared was a love of dogs. Albeit with reservations.



When we were 10 years old we were given a dog. This was a very caring move. It meant that we had to take responsibility for another being. We had to feed the dog, take it for walks and house train this puppy. The reward was a great companion when life got tough during the teenage years – the dogs were allowed to sleep in our bedrooms.



 Mum did say that it was hard not to play with the pups when we were at school. She deliberately hung...
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                                                               I subscribe to the New York Times – food and recipes section.
“Why on earth would you do that?” I suspect some are thinking. “You don’t even live in America!”
Well apart from the recipes – that are generally very good – it’s the food ie comments that attracted me initially and have kept me subscribing for a few years now.
In the UK most of the leading newspapers publish recipes, with comments. More often than not the commentators come out with clever quips, get into tussles with other...
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On This Day 

			
												Happy Easter
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	Fiona Nevile on Working hard on the cottageDear Veronica, So good to hear from you. I'd love to hear all your news - I often think about you and wonder how it's going for you both... Yes, it's…
	Veronica on Working hard on the cottageOh ... only just found this! What a wrench to leave your beautiful cottage, I hope whoever moves in loves it as much as you do. Iy's such a special pl…
	Fiona Nevile on Perennial vegetables: Tree cabbageHi Lila, Thanks for your comment. You need to look for seeds on your side of the water, unfortunately :0( Import rewsrictions are tough. Something sim…
	Lila Wiese on Perennial vegetables: Tree cabbageMaybe I missed someone stating this but is it possible to obtain seeds for this in the US?
	Fiona Nevile on Fiona’s traditional elderflower cordial recipeHi Peta, Yes it does ferment a little = that is what you want. Simmering would kill the brew.
	Fiona Nevile on Fiona’s traditional elderflower cordial recipeHello Angela, The link is to Andy's elderflower chamapgne - https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/gardening-blog/2011/may/12/gardeningadvice-garden…
	Angela Connolly on Fiona’s traditional elderflower cordial recipeHello there, How do I find Angela's elderflower champagne on your site please? Is it still popular, i.d love to know? I was delighted when you publish…
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